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Abstract
In the Canadian province of Saskatchewan, the Ministry of Education has encouraged sociocultural and linguistic diversity within schools. Yet, as is typical within neoliberal societies, standardized assessments continue to be promoted for evaluating student progress and for the validity of in-school assessments. Standardized testing is designed using a monolingual Eurocentric perspective which ultimately discounts many cognitive processes used by non-Canadian EAL students. This study describes ways in which educational leaders work towards incorporating culturally responsive pedagogy into their practices so as to increase representativeness within their schools. Six principals in rural Saskatchewan were interviewed. Results revealed three common themes: the use of standardized data to assess student progress and in-school testing, integration of cultural competence practices, and initiation of individualized intervention strategies.
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Introduction

The province of Saskatchewan is in the centre of Canada’s heartland and is renowned for its system of education. Saskatchewan’s educational system is comprised of 27 school divisions, including public, francophone, and catholic divisions (Saskatchewan Ministry of Education, 2020) which, together, oversee 767 schools serving more than 184,000 students (Canadian E-Learning Network, 2019). In recent years, Saskatchewan’s educational system has faced increasing numbers of English as an additional language (EAL) learners.

The Ministry of Education for Saskatchewan defines EAL learners as students whose primary language is other than English and who require additional services or specific programming to achieve successful educational outcomes (Ministry of Education, 2013). These EAL students include First Nations and Métis students (FNMI), refugee students, Canadian-born children of immigrants and recently arrived immigrant students (Ministry of Education, 2013). With this change in demographic, the province has adopted various frameworks in order to address the growing achievement gaps experienced by FNMI and immigrant students. The frameworks work towards appropriately addressing the sociocultural and linguistic needs of FNMI and EAL students within schools and the taught curriculum. For instance, the Inspiring Success First Nations and Métis PreK-12 Education Policy Framework (Ministry of Education, 2018) aims at sharing and integrating “the teaching of First Nations and Métis languages, cultures and histories in ways that affirm cultural identity, value diversity and build positive relationships between and amongst teachers and students” (p. 9). This framework is designed to address First Nations, Métis and Inuit (FNMI) achievement gap by increasing the three-year graduation rate from 35% in 2012 to 65% by 2020 and the five-year graduation rate to 75% by 2020 (Ministry of Education, 2018). To do so, the framework makes use of a comprehensive approach to increase FNMI student achievement and engagement through the infusion of FNMI content, perspectives and ways of knowing by aligning policy, curriculums and accountability practices with the goals of the Educator Section Strategic Plan (Ministry of Education, 2018).

In addition, a three-tiered Response to Intervention (RtI) model is recommended to address the higher percentages of dropout rates amongst FNMI and EAL students (Saskatchewan Learning, 2004). The Response to Intervention model recommends an initial tier which includes a universal screening and research-based instruction to assess a given student’s educational and cultural background. Following this, the second tier implements intensive support to provide supplementary interventions to support reading, speech, and language development. Finally, the third intervention tier includes intensive individual instruction to provide educational support (Kemp-Koo & Claypool, 2011).

Overall, the RtI model aims to be a culturally sensitive educational intervention strategy which considers the unique experiential backgrounds of EAL and FNMI students, as well as, how their culture impacts their world views and approaches to learning (Johnston & Claypool, 2010). These intervention models are particularly relevant when considering the performance disadvantage of immigrant students in Canada, as reported by the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) (Volante et al., 2017). This is significant due to the fact that Saskatchewan reports a significant performance gap of 20 points between first-generation immigrants and non-immigrant students (O’Grady et al., 2019).

As reported by Huddleston et al. (2015), one of the most significant factors determining the educational attainment of migrant pupils is the composition of their school, as well as the general
structure and quality of the education system. More specifically, school systems with a high degree of differentiation tend to produce negative effects on the educational achievement of EAL and FNMI students, compared to schools adapting a more comprehensive system (Bilgili et al., 2015) of instruction. Additionally, research has shown that Indigenous achievement gaps are best explained by in-school factors as opposed to socioeconomic differences (McEwan & Trowbridge, 2007; Richards et al., 2010). These in-school factors include the taught curriculum, the quality of management within schools and the quality of teaching (Anderson, 2006; Rivkin et al., 2005). In addition, Ryan and Whitman (2013) report that schools may benefit from the adoption of a critical multiculturalism perspective in which the tension between school structure and culture, as well as between cultural groups and common interests, are problematized (Awad, 2011). By adopting such a perspective, the needs of FNMI and EAL students could be addressed through the reflection of diversity in the classroom and the curriculum’s content.

This study aims at exploring whether the principles presented within Saskatchewan’s Ministry of Education’s frameworks are actually being applied within schools. To do so, this study will describe the ways in which principals in Saskatchewan support the needs of their FNMI and EAL students through the usage of culturally responsive pedagogy within their schools in order to address the observed provincial achievement gap.

Literature Review

It is widely believed that education is meant to foster knowledge, responsibility and open-mindedness in hopes of establishing a democratic, equitable and just society (Shaefer, 2019). However, with the rise of neoliberalism in education (Apple, 2011), these principles of equity and social justice have gradually been overridden by the introduction of standardized assessment methods, control of curricula, and increased emphasis on competition and efficiency (Zeichner, 2010). One method of addressing these issues is through the adoption of social-justice oriented education (Maloney et al., 2019). The goals of social justice education are to recognize and understand oppression, acknowledge one’s position within a social system, and to commit to developing resources and skills to create lasting change (Adams & Zuniga, 2016). Additionally, adopting social justice and equity within educational leadership and teaching requires engaging learners in critical thinking, fostering relationships with their families and communities, valuing and building on the experiences of students in the classroom, and noticing and challenging inequities and injustices that prevail in education, as well as working with and for diverse learners in order to advocate for just and equitable life chances for all students (Kaur, 2012). To do so, Gay (2013) advocates for the use of culturally responsive pedagogy (CRP) as a way to improve student achievement by teaching through the student’s own cultural filters.

According to Gay (2013), the education of culturally diverse students should promote equity and student empowerment, and create a sense of community among individuals of varying cultural, social and ethnic backgrounds. By adopting CRP, Gay (2013) argues that the content of the curriculum becomes more personally meaningful to students and is thus easier to master. This educational practice is particularly relevant for FNMI and EAL immigrant students in Canada. When considering newly immigrated students, Garcia and Barlett (2007) show that the incorporation of students’ linguistic and cultural experiences in the classroom is a strong predictor of their future academic success. Furthermore, as reported by Ryan et al. (2013), educational partners must provide FNMI students with the opportunities for fair and equitable education and should ensure that FNMI
students feel that their needs are being met. In addition, according to McCarty and Lee (2014), educational leaders should also integrate the concept of culturally sustaining/revitalizing pedagogy (CSRP) within their schools, especially when working with Indigenous youth. CSRP is a pedagogical approach which addresses the FNMI socio-historical context by attending to asymmetrical power relations, revitalizing what has been disrupted by colonization and recognizing the need for community-based accountability (McCarty et al., 2014). In this way, adopting CSRP within one’s leadership, whether it be administrative or teacher-led, and integrating its values into the school has the potential to facilitate language reclamation and ultimately help students connect meaningfully to their cultural communities (Lee, 2014; Wyman et al., 2014).

In addition to integrating CSRP into educational leadership, differentiation strategies have proven beneficial in supporting individual student needs. Differentiation is a pedagogical practice which aims at transcending inequalities in student instruction and promoting social justice by ensuring equal access to knowledge (Koutselini, 2008; Valiandes, 2015; Valiandes & Koutselini, 2009). Furthermore, differentiation is thought to make educational offerings equally beneficial for culturally diverse student bodies (Roe & Egbert, 2010). Thus, through the differentiation of instruction, students’ opportunities for learning and personal growth are maximized (Landrum & Mcduffie, 2010) and education leaders may come closer to implementing social justice and equity within their schools (Koutselini & Agathangelou, 2009). However, in counterpoint, increased popularity and use of standardized assessment methods are hindering schools’ abilities to foster equitable opportunities.

In the current educational zeitgeist, norm-referenced standardized assessment methods are increasingly being used to assess where a given student is academically located, compared to their peers. These forms of assessment are usually administered in the country’s official language(s) of instruction (De Angelis, 2014) and make use of a Eurocentric approach to learning (Ryan et al., 2013). However, many studies have demonstrated the need for more culturally appropriate assessment methods specifically with regard to newly immigrated EAL students and FNMI students (De Angelis, 2014; Sefa Dei & McDermott, 2014; James, 2017; Ryan et al., 2013). In fact, monolingual biases resulting from the administration of standardized assessments (Brown, 2013) have been shown to be an unfair practice regarding multilingual students as they are asked to perform in a second language and thus have lower chances of succeeding, compared to their monolingual peers (May, 2011). More specifically, standardized tests use a monolingual construct to define the normal path of acquisition and, in so doing, tend to discount cognitive processes, such as code-switching and translation (Lengyel, 2010), used by multilingual students. Moreover, Ghafoorina and Afghari (2014) report that observed scores on a reading comprehension test do not reflect the true ability of EAL learners as language fluency directly impacts students’ abilities to use successful test-taking strategies. Beyond the language barrier, non-Canadian students may also face difficulties in standardized assessment due to cultural diversity.

In fact, standardized testing has been criticized for the degree to which they can assess the intellect and cognitive processes of students from diverse backgrounds (Rhodes et al., 2005). Indeed, Kearns (2016) argues that standardized testing is biased and builds upon masculine domination and colonialism when ranking students and results in the artificial construction of deficient youth identities. Furthermore, the belief held by standardized assessments that all children reach a given level of cognitive development at the same age across cultures is not universally true (Cole, 2006). In fact, these differences can be explained through the interaction of language, cognition and culture in the early years of development (Cole, 2010). Additionally, there is a need to recognize that children
develop cognitive abilities in specific ways that depend upon their own culture. Thus, assessment methods should always be built in accordance with the characteristics of a student’s culture (Greenfield, 2000).

To illustrate this point, one could consider a study conducted by Cole (2006), which tested the abilities of children from various cultures to complete Piaget’s conservation task. The author of that study found that children failed to distinguish between their knowledge of reality and the nature of reality since, according to their culture, only the actual action held meaning rather than their perception of the action (Cole, 2006). Therefore, culture and language play a critical role in the cognitive development of children and subsequently impacts their performance on Eurocentric standardized assessments.

When considering FNMI students, the achievement gaps observed through standardized testing can also be explained by differences in culture. As reported by Ryan et al. (2013), Indigenous students hold a different worldview as compared to Eurocentric students and, thus, address the world and its knowledge in different ways. Vandenberghhe and Gierl (2001) also emphasize the need for assessment designers to recognize that Indigenous and non-Indigenous students use different cognitive processing skills, due to cultural differences. For instance, research conducted by Nelson-Barber et al. (2008) demonstrates how an Indigenous Hawaiian student’s culture permeated their answers on a standardized assessment item. When asked about the disadvantage of using bacteria over laboratory animals in scientific research, the student asserted that all animals are spiritual teachers and, thus, humans do not have the right to use or kill them for reasons other than food (Nelson-Barber et al., 2008). The student’s answer would be considered incorrect if one solely made use of a Eurocentric perspective and discounted the student’s own cultural beliefs.

In this way, the use of standardized testing could lead to reproduction of dominant social relations. This phenomenon is also further propagated through the practice of presenting classroom knowledge as isolated facts devoid of personalized meaning, which is typical in standardized test-centered teaching (Au, 2008). In addition, McCarty (2009) demonstrates that the use of standardized testing can have detrimental effects on FNIM students through the elimination of low-stakes subject matters such as Native languages and cultural instruction in the classroom. Finally, when adopting a culturally responsive pedagogical approach, a tension arises between the need to integrate monolingual/cultural norms embedded in standardized testing, while also ensuring community-based values are included (Paris & Alim, 2014). As such, it is vital that educational leaders recognize and integrate the sociocultural and linguistic norms of their diverse student bodies in their decision-making process and assessment choices to ensure that the needs of their FNMI and EAL students are properly addressed.

Research Methodology

This article draws upon empirical evidence resulting from a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) grant. The research was guided by the following broad questions:

1. What data sources are used within the school?
2. How are achievement gaps defined within the school and how are they addressed?
3. What strategies are used, if any, to address the needs of FNMI and EAL students?

A qualitative case study methodology was used to identify the parameters of the research (Merriam & Simpson, 2000). This was done as case studies are particularistic in nature, in that they examine a specific instance while illuminating a general problem (Merriam, 1998). The case study
methodology, employed for this study, is not based on developing generalizations, concepts or hypotheses grounded in systematically obtained data (Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner, 1990). Rather, it goes beyond these limiting notions, as no researcher can enter a situation free from preconceptions but must fit existing perceptions into a pre-existing discourse.

This study aimed at exploring the ways in which six principals from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, addressed FNMI and EAL diversity within their schools. The selected principals reflected varying backgrounds including gender, years of administration, school type, and percentage of FNMI and EAL students within schools. All participants provided written consent and were assured anonymity and confidentiality within the research report through the use of pseudonyms. Each of the six principals, having agreed to take part of the study, represents a case study, resulting in a total of six case studies.

Participants
The following table (Table 1.) describes the specific participants’ characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Experience (years)</th>
<th>School Student Population</th>
<th>School Type</th>
<th>% FNMI students</th>
<th>% EAL students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caleb</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>Christian Private</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>Elementary Public</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacinda</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Public Community</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Secondary Public</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Public Community</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>French Immersion</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caleb has been a principal at his private Christian school for a little under a year. Caleb’s overall experience spans 22 years, eight years of which he spent as a teaching principal and 15 years as a principal. Caleb’s school has been established for 35 years. The school enrols 327 students with fairly diverse backgrounds such as Caucasians, recent EAL newcomers, and students from Asia and Africa, as well as FNMI students.

Jessica has been principal at her current public elementary school for two years. Prior to this appointment, she has had 25 years of experience in education, specifically working in First Nation communities with Métis, Dene and Cree students. Jessica’s school comprises 145 students and includes combined classrooms, as well as four adult classrooms. In terms of the school’s demographic, there is a considerable number of low socioeconomic families, and one third of students identify as FNMI while another third are EAL students.

Jacinda was a principal at the community public school for three years. Prior to that, Jacinda held a vice-principal’s role for three years at the community school. She also held the position of classroom teacher for eight years at a public school before the aforementioned appointment to the vice- principalship. Jacinda’s community public school counts 400 students of which around 200 are EAL students and 40% identify as FNMI. The school also enrols 50 intensive support students.

Derek has been a principal at his current secondary public school for four years. Derek has a total of 29 years of experience, of which he spent nine years as a teacher and twenty years as a principal or vice-principal. Derek’s school enrols a total of 700 students of whom 8% are self-declared
as FNMI and 10% are EAL newcomer students. Another characteristic of Derek’s school is its inclusion of a fine arts program to the curriculum.

Thomas has been a principal at his current public community school for five years. Overall, Thomas has one year of experience as a vice-principal and seventeen years of experience as a principal within the Saskatchewan public school system. Thomas’s school serves 240 students of which 65% are FNMI and 30 require EAL support, as they are newcomers to Canada.

Matthew has been a principal at his dual stream English and French Immersion public school for three years. Matthew’s professional experience also includes two years as a vice-principal at a French stream public school. Matthew’s current school holds 475 students from preschool to grade 8. The student body is quite diverse, with students coming from 38 different countries, speaking 52 different languages, and includes students from 28 different First Nations areas across Western Canada. In addition, the school counts 103 newcomers to Canada receiving EAL support and 15% of the student body are declared FNMI students.

Findings

The participants in this study articulated three main themes which reflect the conflict between implementing culturally responsive practices and using standardized assessment data for decision-making. The three themes are: 1) Using standardized data to assess student progress and validity of school-based assessments, 2) An integration of cultural competence practices within schools, and 3) A move towards individualized intervention strategies.

Use of Standardized Data

As reported by Johnson and Johnson (2006), standardized assessment tools have become a widely used mechanism to test, monitor and improve student achievement and to demonstrate that a given school is working towards producing literate citizens. When interviewed, the participants of this study unanimously reported using the Canadian Achievement Test-4 (CAT-4) assessments and PISA results to keep track of their students’ academic progress. CAT-4 is a testing system which aims at assessing reading, language, spelling, and mathematics learning outcomes (Canadian Test Centre, 2008). This norm-referenced standardized assessment tool is used to compare how well a given student performs in comparison to other students across the school’s district, region, and the rest of Canada (Canadian Test Centre, 2008). On the other hand, PISA is also a norm-referenced computer-based standardized test which aims at assessing a given student’s reading, mathematics and science knowledge, as well as their ability to extrapolate and apply that knowledge in unfamiliar settings (OECD, 2019). Similar to CAT-4, the PISA results are used by educational administrators to determine where a given student stands in comparison to the global average.

When asked about the data generated by these two assessment methods, participating educational leaders had varying opinions regarding the appropriateness of the results. For instance, educational leaders who had previously worked in provinces endorsing the use of standardized assessment felt that the lack of standardized data was a significant hindrance in accomplishing their duties. As Caleb states, “This is a big issue, I am coming from a province that has way more data available, so I am finding it very challenging to try to accomplish anything with so little data.” These sentiments are echoed by Derek, who states, “I think there is room to have a little more standardized assessment. How do I compare a kid who is in another school to a kid at my school?”
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However, the perceived need for additional standardized data was not felt by the majority of the participants. In fact, some criticized the lack of cultural and sociolinguistic diversity in standardized assessment, as explained by Jessica, who states, “I don’t really like it [CAT-4] very much. It’s not reflective of the needs of our children... It’s very eastern-based and First Nations and Métis students aren’t reflected there...and nothing from an EAL perspective either.”

Jessica’s statement is in accordance with Ryan et al.’s (2013) position that standardized literacy tests in Canada fail to meet the needs of First Nations students and could inadvertently impede their chances for educational success. In addition, the statement reflects findings reported by Gandara and Rumberger (2008) that inequitable access to culturally appropriate assessment is one of the seven dimensions of inadequate schooling for EAL learners. Furthermore, the statement highlights the requirement for test developers to take into account linguistic demands of EAL students to meet the learning needs of students (Cummins, 2005). As stated by Jacinda “One of their [EAL students] blocks in terms of barriers for math for newcomer children is again language.... With our newcomer students, the achievement gap is language, the intelligence is often there.”

Moreover, Lesko (2001) warns that the use of standardized testing can increase the likelihood that students find themselves being described using statistics and record-keeping. This was proven to ring true with the interviewed participants. As Derek describes, “After the first mark capture comes in, our data team will look at the results and that’s when we start coding kids.... Kids that are coded red will very quickly be coded yellow and maybe even green.” In addition, leaders reported using CAT-4 data to determine the effectiveness of their own teachers’ assessment methods, as reported by Caleb, who says, “If the standardized assessments, as a class average, was within 5% of the report card marks, within a five-class average, then I would know that our assessments as teachers are actually accurate.” This practice is further echoed by Derek, who says, “We find that the gaps we find in the classroom data shows up in the CAT data and usually it’s a reinforcement of ‘Okay we’ve got our sights on the right kids.’”

According to Darling-Hammond (2010), standardized test-driven approaches have narrowed the spectrum of the curriculum taught in classrooms and has the potential to disengage students from higher-order skills such as critical thinking and in-depth learning. This is reflected by Jessica, who comments, “[The achievement gap was due to] Disengagement. I think that our First Nations Métis children are invisible.” This statement also reflects what Ladson-Billings (2014) coined “academic death” in which dehumanizing of the knowledge presented in class results in the disengagement and academic failure of culturally diverse students. Nonetheless, the participants were cognizant of the impact that linguistic and cultural diversity have on the achievement of their students. To counter these effects, the participants showed evidence of culturally responsive pedagogy in their decision-making and in their advocacy for individualized interventions.

Integration of Cultural Competence

According to Ladson-Billings (2014), cultural competence is applied when students are supported in maintaining their community and heritage through language and other cultural practices. Moreover, Paris (2012) argues for culturally sustaining pedagogy (CSP) as a means to support multilingualism and multiculturalism in order to perpetuate and foster linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of a democratic school. These beliefs are also maintained by the RtI, Inspiring Success First Nations and Métis PreK-12 Education Policy Framework, as proposed by the Ministry of Education of Saskatchewan. The participants in this study reported a desire to implement changes towards CSP in both their staff and physical environments, as stated by Jessica, who says;
I encourage my teachers to find out as much as we can about the children and where they are coming from and how best we can understand them.... I am trying to get our staff to understand and get to know our students and get to understand where they are coming from and to figure out what their barriers are before you can actually get through the academic piece of their education.

This focus is further echoed by Jacinda, who states: Teachers] have to figure out how you are going to teach a model that makes sense to you that is going to take in all the needs of your students. The diversity of your students in their levels and also their culture and everything else that goes with it.

In addition, Obondo (2018) reports that, through CSP, both teachers and students acquire new relationships and new respect for peoples of diverse cultures from all around the world. This finding is reflected by Jacinda, who states; We have children from 80 different world nations...our school beliefs are all around inclusivity. Our motto is “We believe, we achieve together.” It isn’t just something that we hang on the wall for fancy, but we said that we lived it every day with our teachers, with families and that builds overtime.... We now have all sorts of celebration throughout the year and contributions from people all over the world. It’s about bridging, as well, because there is misconception and stereotypes among groups in our community.

McCarty et al. (2014) further refines the concept of CSP for leaders working with an Indigenous population. According to the authors, CSRP should be used to serve the needs of indigenous communities, as defined by those communities. However, some questions remain. Are the frameworks mandated? And how are the participants using them in their schools? For instance, McCarty et al. propose that staff should focus on integrating activities into the curriculum which reflect Indigenous values and teaching methods (McCarty et al., 2014). Moreover, Ladson-Billings (2014) warns against shallow implementation of CSP through the posting of diverse images or haphazard classroom celebration. Instead, CSP and CSRP should integrate cultural diversity into everyday pedagogical practices. Evidence of CSRP was found in this study. For example, Jessica shares how she encourages her staff to implement CSRP practices at the school. She says; When I walked into the school last year, there was nothing on the walls, nothing I could visibly see that would tell me that First Nations was here or Métis children. So, I challenged the teachers to stand in their doorways and look through the eyes of First Nations and Métis. “Do you see yourself in this building? ...So, I challenge you to find what is interesting to your kids from First Nations/Métis.”

Through this statement, Jessica is also portraying evidence of perspective-taking. According to Warren (2018), perspective-taking encourages teachers to react differently to diverse youth in ways that are consistent with culturally relevant pedagogy and facilitates favorable student outcomes. Furthermore, Thomas describes the ways in which he integrates indigenous values and practices into the school; We are investing money in our library to have an Indigenous touch in there; we are setting up a teepee, getting artefacts, trying to bring some of that culture alive within our library.... We embedded this year, recognizing at every assembly every morning, an
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announcement that we are on Treaty 6 Land, the traditional homeland of the Métis, trying to make that relevant. We bring indigenous songs instead of Oh Canada.... The focus embedded into our assemblies for the past couple of years has also been the Seven Grandfather teachings.... We are going to start smudging this year to bring some of those cultural aspects into the school.

This statement also reflects the importance of integrating language and cultural practices in schools in an effort to sustain Indigenous knowledge systems, spirituality, cultural identity, and connections to land (Benally & Viri, 2005). Thus, both CSP and CSRP seem to be implemented in the leadership practices of the interviewed participants. Beyond these practices, educational leaders also showed evidence of using differentiation strategies as a means to meet the needs of their increasingly diverse student bodies.

Differentiation Strategies

Differentiation strategies require the use of varying pedagogical approaches to maximize the achievement of all students, regardless of their socioeconomic, cultural and academic backgrounds (Roe et al., 2010). As demonstrated by Berninger and Nagy (2008), individual students respond differently to a given instructional method and, thus, teachers should differentiate their practices in some way in order to meet the needs of all students. The participants in the study reported an array of differentiation strategies used to meet the needs of their students. For example, Derek explains;

We are dealing with individual learners...what we are trying to say is there must be two or three different opportunities to show that you’ve mastered an outcome. If you blew the outcome in the first half of the learning and you’ve mastered it now, do you still have to penalize that kid with what they didn’t know back then?

Other leaders focus their differentiation practices to promote equity of learning. Equity, according to Vialiandes (2015), should be viewed in a holistic manner in such a way that it promotes equity of results, access, treatment and opportunity. Furthermore, differentiation strategies have been shown to successfully promote equity through providing students with the opportunity to improve their achievement, regardless of socioeconomic status (Koutselini, 2008; Vialiandes, 2015). This is reflected in Mathew’s statement, who shares;

You know lots of things that are common around like economic needs; supporting student’s primary needs, whether it’s food, clothing. We support the family to make sure they have what they need. When kids are healthier at home, they do better at school and they take up more.

Moreover, the successful implementation of differentiation practices requires shaping the beliefs of teachers and encouraging continuous improvement of their teaching practice (Nicolae, 2014). However, accountability measures based on standardized achievement tests and traditional curricula can result in teachers becoming accustomed to tailoring their classroom workshops towards test preparation and, thus, they may become resistant to implementing culturally responsive teaching (Blaise, 2018; Obondo, 2018). Jessica explains how she is managing the change towards differentiation with her staff. She states;

[This is] the biggest challenge for me because I have people who, to be blunt, are resisting change and have their feet planted in concrete.... I have spent a lot of the year
building relationships and, in the meantime, maintaining such high standards of saying.
“No, you are doing it this way with students at the center.”

Finally, the educational leaders reported integrating notions of CSP into their differentiation strategies. Cultural competency includes being able to comprehend how different cultures approach learning and how individual students then interpret instruction and assessment (Del Rosario Basterra, 2011). This integration of cultural competence into differentiation strategies is explained by Mathew who says;
One of the things in intervention we try to do, as a whole, is figure out what is differentiation instruction and how we do it in the classroom because it is good for everybody within that. We know our First Nation, Inuit, Métis students there are certain kinds of differentiation that can be quite culturally responsive and so I feel this plays out in the classroom.... I would say every kid should be treated with equal consideration and I think they are all different; one size doesn’t fit all, one thing that this is important is that everybody’s cultural needs be valued.

Discussion & Conclusion
In Saskatchewan, achievement gaps persist between migrant and non-migrant students (OECD, 2018) and between FNMI students and non-FNMI students (Ministry of Education, 2013). While no mandatory standardized testing is required in Saskatchewan, this study revealed that educational leaders still rely on standardized assessment methods to evaluate their students’ progress and the appropriateness of their own in-school evaluation methods. More specifically, leaders reported using CAT-4 and PISA assessments. However, some educational leaders within this study reported being displeased with the effectiveness of CAT-4 on assessing the competency of their EAL and FNMI students.

Multiple studies support the inefficacy of these types of testing in assessing students from cultural and sociolinguistically diverse backgrounds (Cole, 2006; Ghafournia et al., 2014; Saalback & Imai, 2007). In fact, as socio-cultural groups create meaning from experiences as determined by their culture, individuals are predisposed to respond to questions and solve problems in ways which are consistent with their own culture (Solano-Flores & Nelson-Barber, 2001). For instance, the multiple-choice format used in one section of the CAT-4 may be biased against students from certain cultures, as they force a single answer and hinder the reflection and respect for more than one perspective (Nelson-Barber & Trumbull, 2007).

One could extrapolate from this study’s first finding and consider the impact sociolinguistic diversity may have within all educational contexts including higher education. For instance, one could consider the experience of international students attending the University of Regina in Saskatchewan which represent 14.2% of the student body (University of Regina, 2017). In their study, Ge et al. (2019) document the experience of Chinese international students attending the University of Regina and reveal that language barriers and social shock due to western behaviours and teaching methods were significant barriers towards the internal students’ academic success. In this way, even higher education institutions should reconsider their use of Eurocentric methods of testing and teaching in favour of including their student body’s socio-cultural diversity in an effort to work towards establishing an equitable and inclusive learning environment.

To address the cultural and language impacts on traditional schooling methods, educational leaders within this study chose to adopt CSP and CSRP approaches into their leadership practices.
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CSP is an educational approach which requires pedagogies to be more responsive to the cultural experiences and practices of students in the aim of supporting them in sustaining their cultural and linguistic competence (Paris, 2012). CSRP, on the other hand, further specializes CSP in relation to FNMI students. CSRP aims at serving the needs of Indigenous communities through attending to asymmetrical power relations, recognizing the need to reclaim what has been displaced by colonization and incorporating respect, reciprocity, responsibility and relationships in pedagogical practices (McCarty et al., 2014). As outlined by this study, educational leaders first focused on implementing changes within their schools, which would reflect the cultural and sociolinguistic diversity of their student body. For instance, leaders chose to include culturally diverse and Indigenous texts in libraries and classroom content, as well as Indigenous songs during school assemblies. The educational leaders in this study also facilitated cultural tolerance and respect by inviting teachers to partake in perspective taking and encouraging families, students and staff to participate in school assemblies celebrating various cultural events.

Once again, one can consider how the implementation of CSP and CSRP could be done within the broader educational context. For instance, universities in Australia have been working towards embedding Indigenous culture and competencies into their programs to ensure that all students engage with indigenous materials within each of their courses in an effort to sustain Australian Indigenous values and knowledge (Bodkin-Andrews et al., 2019). Furthermore, Alfred (2009) demonstrates that CSP, within the context of higher education, can be used to incorporate the culture and history of individual learners in order to create a space in which both immigrant and native students can freely participate in the learning discourse. As such, CSP and CSRP practices are beneficial to students and the community across all levels of education especially when considering the vast diversity of students within Canadian schools.

Finally, the leaders in this study made use of individualized differentiation strategies to promote equity and social justice within their schools. Many studies have revealed the effectiveness of differentiated instruction and interventions in closing achievement gaps (Chamberlin & Powers, 2010; Muthomi & Mbugua, 2014). The leaders in this study implemented differentiation by first addressing the specific needs of their students, ranging from basic necessities such as food and clothing to more complex interventions aimed at ensuring a sense of belongingness in their FNMI and EAL immigrant students. The leaders also demonstrated attributes of social justice leadership in their efforts to build a school vision around social justice and equity. Together, the practices implemented by the leaders in this study highlight findings by Willie (2006) who states that the goal of education is to foster excellence through equity in all students.
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